LUMA Life Launches TrimX, the First Wearable Technology for Targeted Weight Loss

*Transcutaneous Electrical Fat Stimulation (EFS) technology triggers lipolysis in refractory areas while exercising*

Boucherville, Quebec (PRWEB) April 06, 2017 -- Today LUMA Life launched a crowdfunding campaign for TrimX, the first wearable technology that allows people to target refractory areas of their body for prioritized fat loss when exercising. The device is available for $189 on Indiegogo.

TrimX is an over-the-counter transcutaneous electrical stimulator for fat loss that incorporates patented Adipotronics technology. It is a light, non-invasive device that is clipped to the waistband and used in conjunction with hypoallergenic gel pads. The pads are adhered to the skin around the target area, such as the thighs, buttocks, or abdomen.

“Lipolysis is a natural phenomenon that allows for the conversion of fat into energy,” explained LUMA Life President Luc Mainville. “When subject to exercise, the body triggers energy demand and secures its fuel requirement from the most readily available sources. Refractory areas, particularly those around the waistline, are known not to respond well to the natural process of free up fatty acids for fuel consumption.”

Adipotronics technology is a scientifically, and clinically proven innovative approach which induces lipolysis on demand and where desired. TrimX delivers a very low electric current of 6mA, which is 15 times lower than Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) and Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS), through the skin to the subcutaneous fat layers via electrodes. This prompts the release of fat from the fat cells into the system to be used as fuel while training or soon after.

“TrimX promotes healthy, active living and works with existing fitness routines,” continued Mainville. “By activating TrimX during and after exercise, fat release from the stimulated regions is used preferentially over other fat reservoirs in the body.”

The device is equipped with Bluetooth technology, so users can easily pair it with their handheld devices. Via the accompanying app, users can easily activate the device, create a custom training program, and download statistical data for tracking or sharing.

TrimX has undergone four clinical trials to validate the most effective electrical current, and confirm the efficacy of the technology. The last trial was a 10-week triple blind placebo controlled study conducted in 2012 with two groups of female volunteers. Both groups were subject to the same training, and while both groups demonstrated the same total body fat reduction of 5.2%, the stimulated group lost 475% more fat from the targeted areas during the final stages of the study.

TrimX has achieved Health Canada certification status as a Class II Medical Device for targeted Fat Loss. The process for FDA clearance for body contouring is underway in the United States.

The TrimX crowdfunding campaign runs from April 6 - May 17, 2017. For a full rundown of the pledge levels, visit the Indiegogo campaign. Media wishing to interview their personnel should contact PR agent, Allison Aitken at +1 (514) 703-4989.
About LUMA Life
LUMA Life is a privately-owned company based in Boucherville, Quebec that develops and commercializes patented and scientifically proven products for the wellness, fitness and aesthetics markets. The company is pioneering research in the field of Electrical Fat Stimulation ("EFS") and intends to leverage the commercial success of its lead product, TrimX™, to further expand its research activities and develop additional therapeutic and commercial applications. The Company commercializes its products directly or via commercial partners. The company is the sole owner of Adipotronics Technology with an exclusive worldwide license with UQAM.
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